
Young offers a wide variety of prophy cups to suit your and your patients’ needs.
We guarantee that our prophy cups provide the same durable, consistent and reliable

performance for each polishing procedure.
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Pointed  
Polisher

For tough stains. Perfect to polish 
around brackets and orthodontic
wires without damaging tissues.
Good for implants, furcations.

Great for tough stain removal.  

Web™

External ridges. Cup polishes on 
the outside and interproximally. 
Significantly reduces splatter.

Elite™
Petite  
Web™

Effectively removes stain and 
biofilm. Flexes and flares especially 
well around tooth contours. 

Cup Length

soft firm
Extra 
soft

Cup Firmness

Cup Type Cup Firmness Item # 
Screw Quantity Item # 

Latch Quantity Item # 
Snap-on Quantity

Elite
soft 053901 144 ct. 295867 144 ct. - -

extra soft 059901 144 ct. 296620 144 ct. - -

Petite 
Web

soft 054601 144 ct. 295868 144 ct. - -

Web
soft 054101 144 ct. - - 051801 144 ct.

firm 054201 144 ct. - - 051201 144 ct.

Turbo 
Plus

soft 053601 144 ct. - - - -

firm 053801 144 ct. - - - -

Pointed 
Polisher

firm 059701 144 ct. - - - -

soft 059101 144 ct. - - - -

OUR RANGE OF PROPHY CUPS

Proprietary rubber free from latex 
and BPA

Turbo  
Plus™

For maximum surface contact 
and good adaption to the teeth. 
Reduced splatter and effective
stain removal.

Latch Screw
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Our disclosing solutions work safely and dramatically reveal plaque with a temporary dye.
Support your patients in their oral hygiene by recommending these disclosing agents.

Perfect before professional teeth cleaning and when doing paediatric prophylaxis.

Help patients brush more carefully by showing them what they miss while brushing.

Tablets   or Solution

2 Tone™ disclosing agents

2 Tone™ dual-colour formula: turns newer plaque red and older plaque 
blue showing patients the areas they constently miss when brushing.

Trace® disclosing agents

Trace® works safely and reveals areas with plaque with a red dye that washes away easily.
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All disclosing
agents are free from erythrosine 

and gluten

Item # 2 Tone™ Disclosing agents

233102 2 Tone solution, 2oz (59ml) 
234225 2 Tone tablets, 250 ct.

DISCLOSING SOLUTIONS AND TABLETS

Item # Trace® Disclosing agents

231102 Trace solution, 2oz (59ml) 
232225 Trace tablets, 250 ct.


